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Electric Company completely eliminates
manual input of property tax data with
implementation of TaxFeed
®

Peak Property Tax Compliance Periods Weighed Down
Small Team
Prior to implementing TaxFeed, the electric company’s team manually
keyed their property tax bills into PowerPlan, the company’s property tax
compliance software, every day through November and December. During
this time, they devoted all of their attention to property tax data entry at
the expense of other projects.
To eliminate data entry, the small team implemented TaxFeed and has
not looked back since. With the time savings afforded by TaxFeed, the
company’s property tax team focused their energy on more productive,
value-add projects.

TaxFeed Improved Data Accuracy and Completeness
TaxFeed not only saved valuable time but also helped the electric
company’s team ensure no assessments or bills were missing. With TaxFeed,
the team was able to reduce their reliance on paper mail, resulting in
well-maintained and accurate data going into PowerPlan. Additionally,
since TaxFeed standardizes the data format, the company avoids data
matching errors even when jurisdictions make changes to their billing
information.

Operating with Greater Efficiency
With few resources and a lot of ground to cover, the company’s property
and sales tax teams always had new projects to work on. While property
tax compliance is important, they could not afford to spend valuable
time on it, and TaxFeed made that efficiency possible.
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Quotes from
Property Tax Manager
“By automating a big piece of
property tax compliance with
TaxFeed, I’m given time back
to spend on those
value-add responsibilities.”

“In property tax, it’s difficult to
maintain consistency since
things change so often. We
had one jurisdiction go from
sending one bill to about
100, but TaxFeed accounted
for that change, and it was
easy to keep the data in
PowerPlan consistent.”

“The more you can
automate property tax, the
better. TaxFeed takes a
manual, mundane task and
automates it, which
lets us spend more time
on the projects that add
value.”
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